[Factors contributing to interindividual variability to chemical toxicity].
Recognising toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic variability is important in the risk assessment of chemicals and may help to explain individual differences in susceptibility in exposed populations. This presentation discusses the influence of age, gender, disease and genetics on toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic processes. Neonates have a reduced capacity for metabolism and elimination of xenobiotics that may enhance chemical toxicity caused by a parent chemical. Furthermore, the brain, reproductive organs and immune system have critical postnatal periods of maturation where they appear highly sensitive to toxic effects that interfere with the maturation process and may lead to permanent structural or functional organ changes. In the elderly, a combination of reduced organ function, disease and use of pharmaceuticals contributes to enhanced chemical sensitivity reflected in an increased incidence of adverse drug reactions in this population. There is a high degree of functional polymorphism in biotransforming enzymes. Such polymorphisms have been shown to contribute to interindividual variability in chemical response. During the last few years, accounts have been given of several polymorphisms in genes with importance for toxicodynamic processes, such as DNA repair genes and receptor genes. However, further information is needed in order to evaluate the functional contribution of these polymorphisms to chemical sensitivity and health risk.